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Abstract
In this work we study, on a sample of 2.3 million individuals, how Facebook users consumed different
information at the edge of political discussion and news during the last Italian electoral competition. Pages
are categorized, according to their topics and the communities of interests they pertain to, in a) alternative
information sources (diffusing topics that are neglected by science and main stream media); b) online
political activism; and c) main stream media. We show that attention patterns are similar despite the
different qualitative nature of the information, meaning that unsubstantiated claims (mainly conspiracy
theories) reverberate for as long as other information. Finally, we categorize users according to their
interaction patterns among the different topics and measure how a sample of this social ecosystem (1279
users) responded to the injection of 2788 false information posts. Our analysis reveals that users which
are prominently interacting with alternative information sources (i.e. more exposed to unsubstantiated
claims) are more prone to interact with false claims.

Introduction
The World Economic Forum, in its 2013 report [1], has listed the “massive digital misinformation” as
one of the main risks for the modern society. People perceptions, knowledge, beliefs, and opinions about
the world and its evolution get (in)formed and modulated through the information they can access,
most of which coming from newspapers, television [2], and, more recently, the Internet. The world
wide web, more specifically social networks and micro-blogging platforms, have changed the way we can
pursue intellectual growth or shape ideas. In particular, large social networks, with their user-provided
content, have been facilitating the study of how the economy of attention leads to specific patterns for
the emergence, production, and consumption of information [3–5].
Despite the enthusiastic rhetoric about the ways in which new technologies have burst the interest
in debating political or social relevant issues [6–11], the role of the socio-technical system in enforcing
informed debates and their effects on the public opinion still remain unclear. Indeed, the emergence
of knowledge from this process has been dubbed collective intelligence [12–16], although we have become increasingly aware of the presence of unsubstantiated or untruthful rumors. False information is
particularly pervasive on social media, fostering sometimes a sort of collective credulity.
In this respect, conspiracists tend to explain significant social or political aspects as plots conceived by
powerful individuals or organizations [17]. As these kind of arguments can sometimes involve the rejection
of science, alternative explanations are invoked to replace the scientific evidence. For instance, people who
reject the link between HIV and AIDS generally believe that AIDS was created by the U.S. Government
to control the African American population [18, 19]. Since unsubstantiated claims are proliferating over
the Internet, what could happen if they were used as the basis for policy making?
A multitude of mechanisms animate the flow and acceptance of false rumors [20], which in turn create
false beliefs that are rarely corrected once adopted by an individual [21–24]. The process of acceptance of
a claim (whether documented or not) may be altered by normative social influence or by the coherence
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with the individual system of beliefs [25, 26]. Nonetheless, several tools have been recently designed
to help users disambiguate misinformation and false news [27, 28]. On the other hand, basic questions
remain on how the quality of (mis)information affects the economy of attention processes, concerning,
for example, the virality of information, its lifespan and the consumption patterns.
A large body of literature addresses the study of social dynamics on socio-technical systems [29–34];
here we consider the relationship between information sources and online political debates, limiting our
investigation to the period preceding the Italian elections of 2013, and focusing our attention on the
Italian Facebook groups formed around political activism and alternative news sources.
We observed several interesting phenomena such as the proliferation of political pages and alternative
information sources with the aim to exploit the Internet peculiarities to organize and convey the public
discontent (with respect to the crisis and the decisions of the national government). Furthermore, we
noticed the emergence of very distinct groups, namely trolls, building Facebook pages as a parodistic
imitation of both alternative information sources and online political activism. Their activities range
from controversial comments and posting satirical content mimicking alternative news sources, to the
fabrication of purely fictitious statements, heavily unrealistic and sarcastic. Not rarely, these memes
became viral and were used as evidence in online debates from political activists [35]. Inspired by these
lively and controversial social dynamics, we addressed the quantitative analysis of the interlink between
information sources and political activism on the web. In particular, we want to understand the selection
criteria of users mostly exposed to unsubstantiated claims.
This paper is structured as follows. We will first introduce our methodology of categorizing the Facebook pages, by taking into account their self-description as well as the type of content they promote.
We concentrate on alternative news sources, online political activism, and also on all the national main
stream news journals that we could find to have an active page on Facebook. In the following sections,
through thorough quantitative analysis, we show that the attention patterns when faced with various
contents are similar despite the different qualitative nature of the information, meaning that unsubstantiated claims reverberate as long as other, more verified, information. Finally, we measure how the social
ecosystem responded to the perturbation of false information injected by trolls. We find that a dominant fraction of the users interacting with the troll memes is the one composed of users preeminently
interacting with alternative information sources – and thus more exposed to unsubstantiated claims.
Surprisingly, consumers of alternative news, which are the users trying to avoid the main stream media
’mass-manipulation’, are the most responsive to the injection of false claims.

Methods
Case study and data collection
The debate around relevant social issues spreads and persists over the web, leading to the emergence of
unprecedented social phenomena such as the massive recruitment of people around common interests,
ideas or political visions. Disentangling the many factors behind the influence of information sources on
social perception is far from trivial. Specific knowledge about the cultural and social context (even if
online) in which they manifest is fundamental. Hence, inspired by the success of political movements
over the Internet, we start our investigation focusing on the social dynamics around pages of political
activism on the Italian Facebook during the 2013 electoral campaign. On one hand, political activists
conveyed the public discontent on the government and the economic conditions on a public arena; on
the other hand, as the main stream media are considered to be manipulated, alternative information
sources were free to disseminate news neglected by mainstream media or by science. In addition, we
notice the activity of an emerging group of users, namely trolls, producing caricatural versions of the
stories diffused by alternative information sources and political activism pages. As an outcome of this
period of observation, we compile a list of the most important and active Facebook pages of alternative
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information sources and political movements.
The dataset is composed of 50 public pages for which we download all the posts (and their respective
users interactions) in a time span of six months (from Sept 1st, 2012 to Feb 28th, 2013). The entire
data collection process is performed exclusively with the Facebook Graph API [36], which is publicly
available and which can be used through one’s personal Facebook user account. The pages from which
we download data are public Facebook entities (can be accessed by virtually anyone). Most of the user
content contributing to such pages is also public unless the user’s privacy settings specify otherwise. The
exact breakdown of the data is presented in Table 1. We provide brief descriptions for each page in
Supporting Information.
The categorization of the pages is based on their different social functions together with the type of
information they disseminate. The first class includes all pages (that we could verify) of main stream
newspapers; the second category consists of alternative information sources - pages which disseminate
controversial information, most often lacking supporting evidence and sometimes contradictory of the
official news (e.g. conspiracy theories, link between vaccines and autism etc). The third category is
that of self-organized online political movements – with the role of gathering users to publicly convey
discontent against the current political and socio-economic situation (i.e. one major political party in
Italy has most of its activity online).
For all classes the focus of our analysis is on the interaction of users with the public posts – i.e, likes,
shares, and comments.

Distinct users
Pages
Posts
Likes
Comments
Likes to Comments

Total
2, 368, 555
50
193, 255
23, 077, 647
4, 395, 363
4, 731, 447

Mainstream News
786, 952
8
51, 500
4, 334, 852
1, 719, 409
1, 710, 241

Alternative News
1, 072, 873
26
92, 566
7, 990, 225
935, 527
1, 146, 275

Political Activism
1, 287, 481
16
49, 189
10, 752, 570
1, 740, 427
1, 874, 931

Table 1. Breakdown of Facebook dataset. Mainstream News: all the national newspapers present
on Facebook. Alternative News: pages which disseminate controversial information, most often
lacking supporting evidence and sometimes contradictory of the official news.. Political Activism:
gathering users to publicly convey discontent against the current political and socio-economic situation.

Finally, we got access to 2788 post ids from a troll Page [37]. All of these posts are caricatural version
of political activism and alternative news stories, with the peculiarity to include always false information.
Despite the small dimension (7430 unique users, 18212 likes, 11337 comments and 9549 likes to comment)
the page was able to trigger several viral phenomena, one of which reached 100K shares. We use troll
memes to measure how the social ecosystem under investigation is responding to the injection of false
information.

Results and Discussion
Attention patterns
We start our analysis providing an outline of users’ attention patterns with respect to different topics
coming from distinct sources - i.e, alternative news, main stream media and political activism. As a first
measure, we count the number of interactions (comments, likes, or likes to comments) by users and plot
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the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the users’ activity on the various page categories in Figure
1. CDF shows that user interactions with posts on all different types of pages does not present significant
differences. The similarity is also conserved after further grouping comments and likes separately (see in
Supporting Information Figure 5 and Figure 6).

Figure 1. Users Activity. Cumulative distribution function (CDF) of users’ activity, grouped by
page type. An action can be a like, comment, or like to comment. The distributions are nearly identical.
Here, the social response is not affected by the topic nor by the quality of the information. Posts
containing unsubstantiated claims, or about political activism, as well as regular news, cannot be distinguished through simple statistic signatures based on user engagement patterns. These different topics
reverberate at the same way in this ecosystem.
As the potential of memes to trigger discussions can be quantified through comments, in order to have
a more precise picture of the users’ attention, we zoom in to the level of posts. This level of resolution
is useful to understand the temporal evolution of posts and for how long the debate on a topic persists,
using the comments as a first-order approximation of the level of interest.
In Figure 2 we show, for each page type, the probability density function of the post interest lifetime.
This measure is computed as the temporal distance between the first and last comment of the post.
Collective debates persist similarly (see Supporting Information section for further details), independently
of whether the topic is the product of an official or unofficial source.
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Figure 2. Post lifetime. Probability density function, grouped by page type, of the temporal
distance between the first and last comments of the post. Posts with qualitatively different topics
(alternative information, political activism, and main stream news) show a similar behavior.
Given the social context of these groups, what potential does a hurtful meme harness? In other words,
how significant is the concurrent presence of users between different pages and how strong is the overlap?
Starting from the null-hypothesis, that each user has neither affiliation nor preference, we investigate
the interaction dynamics of the different communities by quantifying the users that are present in both
spaces. The result in Table 2 hints that indeed a considerable number of users interact with pages of
different classes. The political discussion and alternative news get informed dominantly from each other
rather than from mainstream media, while users of the first two sets are almost equally represented within
the followers of mainstream newspapers.
Class A
Political movement
Political movement
Mainstream news

Class B
Alternative news
Mainstream news
Alternative news

Common users (AB)
360, 054
254, 893
278, 337

Ratio (AB/A)
28.0%
19.8%
35.4%

Ratio (AB/B)
33.6%
32.4%
25.9%

Table 2. Common users between classes of pages. Many users make active contributions on pages with
very different profiles. Several members of the political discussion are involved on both alternative news
pages and main stream newspapers pages in comparable ways.
In this portion of the Italian Facebook ecosystem untruthful rumors spread and trigger debate, representing an important part of the information flow animating the political scenario.

Response to false information
Above results reveal that users consume unsubstantiated and main stream news in similar ways. In our
study, both are consumed by users of political activism pages. Continuing our investigation, we want to
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understand if this information context might affect the users’ selection criteria. Therefore, we measure
the reaction of users to a set of 2788 false information injected by a troll page - i.e, a page promoting
caricatural version of alternative news and political activism stories.
In order to perform this analysis, we applied a classification strategy aimed at discriminating typical
users for each one of the three categories of pages. In particular, we were interested in distinguishing users
based on their behavior. Having access to the 6 months historical likes, comments, and likes to comments
on all posts within the timeframe (and within the privacy restrictions), we quantify the interaction of
each user with the posts in each class. As we did this, the following assumptions were in place:
• The topic of the post is coherent with the theme of the page on which it was published.
• A user is interested in the topic of the post if he/she likes the post. A comment, although it reflects
interest, is more ambiguous, and, therefore, is not considered to express a positive preference of the
topic.
• We neither have access to nor try to guess the page subscription list of the users, regardless of their
privacy settings. Every step of the analysis involves only the active (participating) users on each
page.
According to these assumptions, we use solely the likes to the posts. For instance, if a user likes 10
different posts on one or multiple pages of the same political movement, but that user never liked posts
of any other topic, we will label that user to be associated with the political movement. Since it is not
always the case that there is a clear preference, we have to take into account the random sampling bias
error - since our data set represents indeed a sample of the users’ Facebook activity. Given the limitations
of the API, the only information we have about the user is how that user interacted with the posts we
have downloaded.
The labeling algorithm for each user is to calculate the 95% confidence interval of percentage of likes
of posts in each topic. Only if the confidence interval of the preferred topic does not overlap the other
two topics, we assign the user a label. Although the true affiliation of the individual behind the end user
can be a subjective matter, we believe that filtering out versatile users allows us to focus precisely on the
rare, and more interesting, cases of interaction between highly polarized users.
In Figure 3 we illustrate for each page type, the respective contributions brought by labeled (polarized) users. It is important to note that this measure is not designed to describe the overall affiliation of
the members of the page. The fractions are computed by taking all the posts from a class and counting
percentage of users coming from each profile. Posts from alternative information sources and political activism pages present a clear supremacy of the predominant class of users with, respectively, 45% and 49%
of the dominant class. Not surprisingly, mainstream media pages, present a more balanced distribution of
user classes, as their purpose is to communicate neutral information. However, users labeled as political
activists are more active on alternative information pages than on mainstream newspapers. In turn, users
labeled as mainstream media adepts are in minority on both alternative and activist pages. According to
this partitioning of the information space, now we are able to distinguish interactions occurring between
users pertaining to different regions of the ideological space.
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Figure 3. For each page type: fractions of users with strong affiliations.
Given the outline of users distribution within the various classes, we want to see which users are more
responsive to the injection of false information in terms of interaction. As before, we cannot use the
comments as discriminators, as they can represent either positive or negative feedbacks with respect to
the published topic. Therefore, we focus only on the users liking 2788 troll posts.
As previously mentioned, troll posts are related to arguments debated by political activists or on
alternative information sources but with a clear parodistic flavor. For instance, one of the most popular
memes that explicitly spread a false rumor (in text form) reads: Italian Senate voted and accepted (257
in favor and 165 abstentions) a law proposed by Senator Cirenga aimed at funding with 134 billion Euros
the policy-makers to find a job in case of defeat in the political competition. We were able to easily verify
that this meme contains at least four false statements: the name of the senator, the total number of
votes is higher than possible, the amount of money (more than 10% of Italian GDP) as well as the law
itself. This meme was created by a troll page and, on the wave of public discontent against italian policymakers, quickly became viral, obtaining about 35,000 shares in less than one month. Shortly thereafter,
the image was downloaded and reposted (with the addition of a commentary) by a page describing itself
as being focused on political debate. Nowadays, this meme is among the arguments used by protesters
manifesting in several Italian cities. This is a striking example of the large scale effect of misinformation
diffusion on the opinion formation process. As shown in Figure 4 by counting the polarized users that
liked the posts, we find that the most susceptible users to interact with false information are those that
are mostly exposed and interacting with unsubstantiated claims (i.e. posts on alternative information
pages).
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Figure 4. Social response to intentionally injected false information. Labels represent user affiliation.
The users more responsive to the injection of false information are the ones having strong affiliation
alternative information sources.
According to our results, users with strong preferences for alternative information sources, perhaps
motivated by the will to avoid the manipulation played by mainstream media controlled by the government, are more susceptible to false information.

Conclusions
Conspiracists generally tend to explain a significant social or political aspect as a secret plot by powerful
individuals or organizations [17] and their activity is proliferating over the web. This study provides a
genuine outline of the online social dynamics and, in particular, on the effect of Facebook on bursting
the diffusion of false beliefs when truthful and untruthful rumors coexist.
In this work, we perform a case study aiming to understand the interlink between political discussion
and information on the web. The portion of Facebook we analyzed presents a complex set of social
interactions. Several cultures coexist, each one competing for the attention of users. Specifically, we
observe a strong interaction between political discussion and information sources (either alternative or
main stream). Most of the online activism Facebook pages contain claims that mainstream media is
manipulated by higher entities (and thus the information is be not neutral or reliable). Such an antagonism makes any kind of persuasion process, even if based on more solid information, very difficult.
As a response to partisan debates, the emergent groups of trolls began to provide parodistic imitations
of a wide range of online partisan topics. Despite the evident parodistic (and sometimes paradoxical)
contents, not rarely, troll memes fomented animated debates and diffused through the community as any
other information would. Through statistical analysis, we find that the consumption patterns are similar
despite the different nature of the information. Finally, in order to uncover more characteristics of the
process, we distinguished users with strong affiliations and observed their respective interaction patterns,
as well as with false information inoculated in that portion of the Facebook ecosystem. We find that,
out of the 1279 labeled users interacting with the troll memes, a dominant percentage (56% , as opposed
to 26% and 18% for other groups) is constituted of users preeminently interacting with alternative information sources and thus more exposed to unsubstantiated claims. The results of our study raise a real
warning, as the higher the number of circulating unsubstantiated claims is, the more users will be biased
in selecting contents.
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Supporting Information

Data Collection
The entire data collection process is performed exclusively with the Facebook Graph API, which is
publicly available and which can be used through one’s personal Facebook user account.
The pages from which we download data are public Facebook entities (can be accessed by virtually
anyone). Most of the user content contributing to such pages is also public unless the user’s privacy
settings specify otherwise.
Using the Graph API, one is able to download the feed of a page, along with the content that would
otherwise be visible though regular browsing. There are, however, several limitations to this process
which we will attempt to describe in detail later in this section.
Our approach: for each page we access the feed between Sept 1st, 2012 and Feb 28th, 2013; that is, we
download all the public posts created in this period and the related content. Specifically, we can identify
the users that liked the post, we can access the comments (content, user, time). Other fields such as post
author, post creation time, and post type (e.g. photo, link, video, plain text) are also available.
Note 1: When a post points to a photo, it has two possible forms. The first is when the photo upload
is the post itself. The second type is when the post actually links to a photo that already existed as a
static object (i.e. it pertains to an album and has a fixed address as well as a unique identifier). In the
latter case, if one were to click on the post, one is redirected to the unique address of the photo in case.
Therefore, it is possible to have different posts pointing to the same fixed object (photo or video). It is
important at this point to make the distinction between post and object. A post can accrue comments,
likes, or shares that are separate from the comments, likes, and shares of the object it points to. For this
reason, when we encounter a post that also points to an object, we download the data associated with
the latter as well. Naturally, an object has the benefit of having accrued more interest over time.
The rate limits that we encounter with the Graph API restrict us to only being able to access the last
5000 shares of an object or post. The likes and comments, however, are not subject to such rate limits.
At all times the privacy limits are in effect, so the data we obtain is usually smaller than the total
number theoretically available. For instance, it is possible that we only get about 4000 of the last shares
of an object. Similarly, we can only get partial data on likes and comments. Since we do have access to
the total number of shares, likes, comments, according to our observation, about 20% of the user actions
are invisible to us. This property is specific to our users/set of pages and does not necessarily accurately
reflect the properties of the rest of the Facebook community outside our dataset.
Note 2: Within the privacy restrictions, one is able to access the branches of each share action, should
they exist. The reverse process (upstream) is not possible using the Graph API, unlike the case of direct
web surfing. For this reason, along with the privacy settings of some users, it is virtually impossible to
reconstruct the complete sharing tree of a popular object (with more than 5000 shares).
Note 3: One important limitation of the Graph API, which manual surfing does not present, is that
one cannot access any user profile information, even if such information is otherwise public. Consequently,
we only have access to the unique id and to the name of each user - but not to their location, for instance.
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Attention patterns: likes and comments distributions

Figure 5. Users’ likes cumulative distribution function, grouped by page type.

Figure 6. Users’ comments cumulative distribution function, grouped by page type.
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Post lifetime in the different classes
In this section we provide further details about the post lifetime in the various classes. We consider
lifetime as the distance in time between the first and the last comment to a post. Here we provide a
comparisons among the distributions of the lifetime for each post according to the various classes. In
Figures 7, 8 and 9 we show the quantile-quantile plot of the normalized distributions.

Figure 7. Quantile vs Quantlie of post lifetime in alternative news and mainstream news.

Figure 8. Quantile vs Quantlie of post lifetime in alternative news and political movements.
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Figure 9. Quantile vs Quantlie of post lifetime in mainstream news and political movements.
In Table 4 we report the results of Kolmogorov-Smirnov test. Notice that since the KS test loses
precision in heavy tailed data we perform the analysis by cutting the tail at 0.1 on the normalized
distributions.
Class A
Political movement
Political movement
Mainstream news

Class B
Alternative news
Mainstream news
Alternative news

p-value
0.9253
0.1087
0.156

Table 3. Kolmogorov-Smirnov test on the different distributions coming from the different classes.
In Table 4 we report the results of t test. As in the KS case we cut the tail at 0.1 of the normalized
distributions.
Class A
Political movement
Political movement
Mainstream news

Class B
Alternative news
Mainstream news
Alternative news

p-value
0.3249
0.9863
0.2768

Table 4. T-test on the different distributions coming from the different classes.
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List of pages
Category
Alt.Inf

Page
Libert di Stampa

Followers
289k

Alt. Inf

Lo Sai Economia

7k

Alt. Inf

Informazione Libera

1m

Alt. Inf

Il Radar

15k

Alt. Inf

NeoVitruvian

5k

Alt. Inf

NoCensura.com

480k

Alt. Inf

Lo Sai Salute e Alimentazione

18k

Alt. Inf

Terra Real Time

38k

Alt. Inf
Alt. Inf

Lo Sai Chemtrails
Signoraggio Bancario

6k
6k

Alt. Inf

Nuovo Ordine Mondiale

3k

Alt.Inf

L’altra Notizia

70k

Alt. Inf

Contro Copertina

10k

Alt. Inf

Haarp Controllo Globale

3k

Description
Supporting the right of expression.
Reporting news mostly oriented on
politics (lobbies and government).
Delivering news about economics
(lobbies, signorage, free masons and
so forth)
Pointing out all the corruption of the
political “lobby” and the current dramatic situation of the middle class
News Magazine supporting the Right
party. Pointing out all the paradox
(sometimes exagerated) of the opposite parties
NWO order, the miracle of the free
energy by Nicola Tesla, Illuminati etc
etc
All the things that are “intentionally
ignored by manipulated media” (signorage, opinion manipulation..)
Information and discussion against
the traditional medicine practices
(Vaccines and Autism, OGM, etc)
Signorage, Alternative healtcare,
David Icke thesis, Chemical Trails...
The cronichle of the chem trails....
All news and info about the advances
of the NWO plans and the world dominated by the banks (main thesis BCE
and Federal Reserve are private companies creating the public debt with
an escamotage)
Discussion about the NWO plans and
its evidences
All the information neglected by the
manipulated media
Mainly populistic arguments to convey public discontent by the wave of
indignation
Diffusion of information about the existence of secret plans to destabilize
the world by causing earthquakes and
by poisoning humanity with barium
and other not well specified substancies released by airplanes.
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Alt. Inf

Stop alle Scie Chimiche

14k

Alt. Inf

LoSai.Eu

135k

Alt.Inf

Verit 11 Settembre

14k

Alt.Inf

Uniti contro
nazionali

Alt.Inf

Condividi la Conoscenza

95k

Alt. Inf

Informare per resistere

762k

Alt. Inf

Contro Informazione Alternativa

45k

Alt.Inf
Alt.Inf

Orwell 2012
HAARP

2k
2k

Alt. Inf

Contro l’informazione manipolata

103k

Alt. Inf

Informare Contro Informando

32k

Alt.Inf.

Smascheriamo gli illuminati

3k

Troll

Semplicemente me

5k

Main Stream Media

Il Giornale

125k

Main Stream Media

La Repubblica

1.3m

Main Stream Media

Il Fatto Quotidiano

1.1m

le

multi-

17k

Pointing out the Chemical Trails
plans
One of the most active pages in disseminating all information neglected
by main stream media
Supporting alternative thesis about
9/11 official version
Major corporation are poisoning the
world and natural medications has to
replace medicines (curing cancer with
bicarbonatum)
News to about all the facts (mainly
politics) neglect by main stream media
One of the most active page to diffuse information neglected by the media through the web
News with a populistic tone in particular against the political actions of
the government
NWO plans and opinion manipulation
Diffusion of information about the existence of secret plans to destabilize
the world by causing earthquakes and
by poisoning humanity with barium
and other not well specified substancies released by airplanes.
All the information neglected by the
manipulated media controlled by the
governments and lobbies
News to about all the facts (mainly
politics) neglect by main stream media
Pointing out all the symbols and
subliminal messages from the main
stream media delivered by the illuminati
Diffusing memes as a paradoxal imitation of alternative information and
political movements
National official news paper near a the
center right party (PDL) of Berlusconi
National news paper close to the center left party (PD) and the most diffused italian journal
National news paper near at the Five
Star Movement (M5S) of Beppe Grillo
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Main Stream Media

Il Manifesto

69k

Main Stream Media
Main Stream Media
Main Stream Media

Il Corriere della Sera
La Stampa
Il Sole 24 ore

1m
131k
267k

Main Stream Media
Political Activism

Il Messaggero
Incazzati contro la casta

183k
78k

Political Activism

RNA-Rete Anti Nucleare

47k

Political Activism

Indignados Italia

44k

Political Activism

Questa l’Italia

118k

Political Activism

NewApocalypse

Political Activism
Political Activism

Qelsi
Partigiani del III Millennio
Vogliamo i Parlamentari
in Carcere...

Not Online
90k
Not more
online
45k

Political Activism

Political Activism

Adesso Fuori dai Coglioni

560k

Political Activism

Forza Nuova

50k

Political Activism

Vota Casa Pound

48k

Political Activism

Gruppo Free Italy

15k

Political Activism

Catena Umana Attorno al
Parlamento
Non chiamateli Politici ma
criminali
BeppeGrillo

105k

Alice nel paese delle merdaviglie

70k

Political Activism
Political Activism

Political Activism

45k
1m

National news paper near to the left
party
National News Paper
National News Paper
National News Paper more oriented
on the economic and financial systems
National News Paper
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
Inform and sensibilization against the
Nuclear Energy in Italy
Discussion about the current socioeconomic situation
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
Convey the debate against Signorage
and the NWO
Against the left parties
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation (arresting all policy makers)
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation (extreme
right party)
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation (extreme
right party)
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation
The page of the M5S Leader proposing the free circualtion of the information on the Internet as a major
revolution. A good example of eparticipation.
Convey the public discontent against
the socio-economic situation

